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Part: A 

1: What can be avoided by writing to a primary master server and using a secondary master server 

for failover? 

A.indexing errors 

B.initialization errors 

C.replication conflicts 

D.low cache hit ratios 

Correct Answers: C 

 

2: Which three performance measures are important to monitor in a directory environment? 

(Choose three.) 

A.system status 

B.class of service 

C.database activity 

D.indexing efficiency 

E.schema inheritance 

Correct Answers: A C D  

 

3: What are two reasons why you would monitor the ns-slapd process? (Choose two.) 

A.to measure write activity 

B.to verify the server process is running 

C.to ensure the process does not get swapped out 

D.to measure Sun ONE Directory Proxy Server performance 

E.to verify that the cluster membership monitor has not restarted it 

F.to verify it does not exceed maximum process size 

Correct Answers: B F  

 

4: Which file can you examing to determine if there are any unindexed search? 

A.error log 

B.index log 

C.search log 

D.access log 

E.message log 

Correct Answers: D 

 

5: Click the Task button.  

Match the monitoring tools with their functions. 



 

Correct Answers: 

 

 

6: Where should you move your custom schema before migration? (Choose two.) 

A.00core.ldif 

B.slapd.at.conf 

C.slapd.oc.conf 

D.05rfc2247.ldif 

E.slapd.user_at.conf 

F.slapd.user_oc.conf 

Correct Answers: E F  

 

7: Which two statements are true regarding the db2bak command? (Choose two.) 

A.It can back up individual databases. 

B.You can use this command while the server is running. 

C.You can use this command to back up all the databases in your directory. 

D.It backs up the server configuration found directly under the default ./config directory. 

E.You can use this command to back up the data contained by databases on a remote server that 

you chain to use database links. 

Correct Answers: B C  

 

8: Which attribute is necessary in entries assigned to a managed role and is not necessary for 

entries assigned to a filtered role? 



A.cn 

B.ou 

C.nsRole 

D.nsRoleDN 

E.objectclass 

Correct Answers: D 

 

9: Before deciding to replicate databases, which two tasks should you perform? (Choose two.) 

A.analyze the directory schema 

B.estimate the number of directory entries in each database 

C.estimate the amount of replication traffic that will occur over the network 

D.estimate the query traffic that would occur over the network if you did not replicate databases 

Correct Answers: C D  

 

10: The operation of the transaction log buffer and physical transaction log on disk depends on the 

settings of parameters. Which parameter indicates whether database transaction log entries are 

immediately written to disk? 

 

A.nsslapd-allidsthreshold 

B.nsslapd-checkpoint-interval 

C.nsslapd-db-checkpoint-interval 

D.nsslapd-db-transaction-logging 

E.nsslapd-db-durable-transactions 

Correct Answers: E 

 

11: Where is the best place in the schema to define an auxiliary object class? 

A.child of dn 

B.child of top 

C.child of person 

D.child of inetOrgPerson 

E.child of organizationalPerson 

Correct Answers: B 

 

12: You are trying to make your directory tree more efficient with searches and one of the tasks 

you are performing is locating searches that referenced unindexed attributes within the access log. 



What do you look for in the access log? 

A."BIND" records that have a field note that says "notes=0" 

B."SRCH" records that have a field note that says "notes=NO" 

C."INDEX" records that have a field note that says "notes=NO" 

D."RESULT" records that have a field note that says "notes=U" 

E."UNBIND" records that have a field note that says "notes=UN" 

Correct Answers: D 

 

13: Which cipher does the server use if there are no ciphers available on the client? 

A.no encryption, only MD5 message authentication 

B.RC4 cipher with 40-bit encryption and MD5 message authentication 

C.RC2 cipher with 40-bit encryption and MD5 message authentication 

D.Triple DES with 168-bit encryption and SHA message authentication 

E.RC4 cipher with 128-bit encryption and MD5 message authentication 

Correct Answers: A 

 

14: Click the Exhibit button.  

In which three branch points could you create a role so that the entries in the HR branch point can 

be assigned to them? (Choose three.) 

 

A.dc=siroe,dc=com 

B.l=Europe,dc=Siroe,dc=com 

C.ou=People,l=Asia,dc=Siroe,dc=com 

D.ou=HR,ou=People,l=Asia,dc=Siroe,dc=com 

E.ou=Mktg,ou=People,l=Asia,dc=Siroe,dc=com 

Correct Answers: A C D  

 

15: Which two types of data should not be stored in an LDAP directory? (Choose two.) 



 

A.data that change frequently 

B.data that are written frequently 

C.data that are read often and written infrequently 

D.data that are useful for more than one audience 

E.data that are accessed from more than one physical location 

Correct Answers: A B  

 


